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TYRANNICA.

VOL. VI.

~FTER the revelation of his crimes, iEdipus' fine sense of
~ justice demands that the curses called down upon his own
head shall be fulfilled to the uttermost; - since the gods permit him

to live, his life must be a life of penance. :Many years of suffering
and hardship must elapse before he can plead, like Lear, that he
was a man "more sinned against th:m sinning"; now he can only
proclaim aloud, like the Jewish leper, "Unclean, unclean!" All his
pride is gone; he is touched because Creon does not reproach him,

and owns that he does not deserve such kindness. Then the broken
heart turns to her, the unconscious partner of his guilt, and to his
helpless, motherless daughters: "Let her not," he prays, "be
deprived of the rites of burial, in that she knew not what she did,
and let not the sins of the pttrents be visited on the children."

In the next drama, the drama of Sophocles' age, .£dipus has
reached the verge of his life. The foremost trait in his character
nO""N is his trust in the gods. A sign was to be given him from
heaven when he should have reached the place where his sufferings
were to end in death; wearily the years must have gone by as he
wandered and no sign came; still his faith does not waver. Once

before he had doubted the oracles, and had become conscious of
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their fulfilment, almoHt· before the denial had left his lips. There
are also manifested in him throughout the play the two extremes of
undying hatred and intense affection. Creon had thwarted his
dearest wishes on two occasions-once when he demanded that he
should be thrust from the land where he had suffered, and again
when the first paroxysm of suffering was past, and, growing calmer,
he desired to remain. His sons had not by word or deed interfered
to prevent this last cruel banishment, nor done aught to alleviate
his sufferings since. He could not help comparing their lives with
his own; his sins had all been involuntary, they wronged him with
their eyes open; he had killed his father without knowing him,
they had banished and neglected theirs from selfish motives of
ambition; he was even yet paying for his transgressions, they were
in the enjoJDlent of the ease for which he so ardently longed. So
hate, deep nnd lasting, took possession of his soul. All the strong
feelings which displayed themselves in his passionate love for his
gentle daughters, and which prompted his touching admiration for
the nobleness of Theseus, were manifested towards his sons in pas
sionate hate, under a burning sense of the ingTatitude of their
conduct towards him. It is evidently unnatural to look for forgive
ness for wrongs deep as his were, when we recollect that the drama
was written at a time when mercy towards a fallen enemy, political
or otherwise, was looked upon as cowardice,or at best a careless
disregard for personal safety; and that it represented a period far
anterior,-and no middle course was compatible with .£dipus' nature.
He knew that the land which beld his grave should receive a sub
stantial benefit thereby, and was determined his sons should not
possess this blessing. In clinging to this determination he displays
all the great steadfastness of purpose and indomitable will which
had marked him in the former years of his life. His relations with
Theseus fin us with mingled pity and admiration; at the very
bourne of life, the blind old man, conscious that he is conferring a
far greater benefit than he is receiving, re-asserts that dignity which
must have marked him when he held the throne of Thebes, a pow
erful. and beloved monarch. His timidity, so natural in one who
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had long depended on his frail daughters fOi'protection, is cast aside
when the time arrives for his glorious death. Without support and
without guides he seeks his last resting-place.

LeaI', too, suffered from the ingratitude of his children; but the
result was so different in his case, that it is worth while to examine
the reasons. It must always be hard for a man long used to com
mand the obedience of those around him, to accept a position of
dependence with equanimity. But for a man to resign his power,
either under compulsion or by his own voluntary act, into the hands
of another, and to live dependent on that other without murmuring,
seems well-nigh impossible. Even when the new master tries con
scientiously to do his duty by his former lord, the latter will ever,
perhaps unconsciously, be on the watch for the slightest interference
with his rights, the smallest assumption of authority over him, and
will often magnify supposed grievances into real causes for quarrel.
With LeaI', this disagreeable position was aggravated by actual
unkindness on the part of his daughter, shewing itself first in petty
annoyances and then in open opposition. Lear's whole generous
soul revolts against such meanness; astonishment is succeeded by
remonstrance, and remonstrance, when it fails, gives place to pas
sionate invective. He is painfully conscious of his own weakness
and prays for more command over himself :-

"0 let me not be mad, not mad, slveet Heaven!
Keep me in temper, I would not be mad."

"You Heavens, give me that patience, patience I need."

But the same scene re-enacted before the second daughter is too
much; the "hysterica passio" asserts its sway-the "climbing
sorrow" that would not down. Ever as his mi~d recurs to the
subject, its balance is upset; that one idea, man's ingratitude and
wickedness, takes possession of all his faculties: "Oh, that way
madness lies; let me shun that." But ever as his thoughts are
drawn away from the subject he is-piteously conscious of his own
position. At one time the storm which follows seems to him

Heaven's instrument of punishment upon offending man; at another
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his tender heart is' touched by the thought of the "houseless heads
and unfed sides" which needs must brave the elements. Later he
fancies himself again a king, and using his newly-found experience
in chastising the hypocrites of this world. Then when the fit is
over, he is left a shattered old man, resting all his weight on his
one kind daughter; when this support is snatched away from him,
he sinks and dies.

Thus the sense of their children's ingratitude worked very different
effects in the two kings, alike as they were in disposition before
their sufferings began. Lear cannot restrain his passion from
goading him to madness, JEdipus' curses are the deliberate utterance
of a long-suffering father; Lear in his ravings sees his daughters
even in inanimate objects, JEdipus would have preserved silence in
the hated presence of his son, had he not been urged by others to
speak.

Lear's first trials came upon him immediately after the full enjoy
ment of power, and rudely interrupted the fond dream of peace and
freedom from cares of State which had enchanted him and which he
vainly endeavoured to realize. Hatred of the authors of his unhap
piness was the only feeling possible for him in such circumstances;
neither he nor JEdipus knew any mean between love and hate;
indifference was foreign to their character. But while Lear's passion
took full possession of his faculties, JEdipus' hate, though no less
deep, was deliberate; all his actions were under his own control.
For he was sustained by two p.dvantages which Lear had not. He
had suffered from the terrible wiles of destiny, against which it was
worse than useless to rave, before he endured neglect at the hands
of his relations; these sorrows and long endured poverty taught him
self-control; that was the lesson of his whole life. Again, however
unworthy his sons might be, his daughters never relaxed their affec
tionate care, and his love for them must have borne him up in many
hardships, and many times soothed his impatient spirit. These
advantages and the new dignity he acquired from the possession of
his secret, enabled him to act calmly and with sober judgment,

maintaining hiB purpose steadfa\:\t till the end, when his sufferings
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in life were closed by a glorious death. Leftr, with his one loving
daughter, recovered, forgiving and forgiven, defies his world to harm
him; her death deals the finishing stroke to the wrcck left by the
maddening passion into which the ingratitude of his other daughters
had thrown him. For him, life without trust and love is a thing
impossible; all object in llfe vanishes with his Cordelia.

" 0, let him pass, he hates him
That would upon the rack of this tough world
Stretch him out longer."

PECCAVI.

THE BATTLE OF KRIMESUS.

~ENEATH,a fertile valley lay,
~ Above, the mountain height,
Whilst one vast rolling sea of mist,

Half hid the rising light:

Upon the steep and rugged sides,
Timoleon's small array

Arises at the bugle's blast
With the first ueam of day.

When hark! a distant rolling sound
Smites on the listening ear-

A rolling, as when mighty hosts
Press on in mad career.

Nearer it comes, and louder grows,
Like chariots driving free,

Till, when the flaky mist dispels
And sinks beneath the lea,
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Behold a mighty armed force
Covers the valley o'er,

The Carthaginian foot and horse
And " Sacred band" before:

'Vhilst onward press the whirling mob
In firm and steady rank:

One half already safely stand
Upon the further bank.

Timoleon gazes down the dale
Where all these thousands stand,

Then turns to view his soldiers few,
Though small, a valiant band.

" Rise up, my men!" behold your foe
Into your hands is given,

The gods that gaze upon ye now,
Shall give ye help from heaven.

Then downward rushed that gallant few,
Right onward to the sea,

With one loud cry that rent the air
Of "Death or Victory."

Not all the might of Carthage famed,
Not all its vast array

Could check the Syracusans bold,
Timoleon led that day.

For down the steep incline they charged,
And o'er the fertile plain,

They strewed the slippery ground with gore
And with ten thousand slain.
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Timoleon leapt from off his steed

With blood-stained sword in hand,
And kneeling low he thanked the gods

For freeing Sicilia's land.

VIRTUE AS A MEAN.

255

T.N.

~HEN Aristotle defined virtue as a mean state, his definition

~ was one peculiarly likely to find favour with the HeIlenic
mind. That people looked on virtue rather as a form of beauty
than as anything higher j and perfect virtue was in their eyes that
which could neither be added to nor diminished without losing its
perfection,-something final, in fact. The mean was regarded as a
kind of standard, a law keeping the conflicting passions in due order.

As might be expected, such a theory, however weIl it might suit

the virtues then held in repute, is not equally applicable to some of
those which were introduced by Christianity.

The Greek criticised a virtue or a virtuous action just as he
would criticise a work of art, a statue for instance. It must be
beautiful in his eyes, with no line over-drawn and no feature carried
to excess: otherwise it sinned against the laws of proportion, and
offended his taste. This was all very well so long as the list of
virtues was that given by Aristotle in his Ethics, and so long as the
meaning of the term was not too criticaIly defined. Courage may
be a mean between rashness and fear j and indeed such virtues as

this are reaIly spoilt by excess, while defect destroys them. Aristotle
has to own that one extreme is often further from the mean than
the other is j profusion, for example, is more akin to liberality than
parsimony can said to be. So it is not the arithmetical mean which

corresponds with virtue. Even without transg~essing the limits j)f
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Aristotle's own list, it is possible to shew greater difficulties. He is

often at great pains to find out two extremes between which he may

put one of his virtues. Sometimes one extreme QU 7f"<lVU 'YI)l€TO-I~

as in the case of insensibility to pleasure,-though he might have

escaped this difficulty if he had lived a few centuries later. Such

in admission amounts to a practical break-down of the theory as

Rpplicable to all virtues. Still more does another instance shew a

fitilure. Towards the end of the second book of the Ethics, two

vices are wanted, that indignation may be made a mean between
them. <1>80)10" and €71'lXacp€KO-Kla are the two selected-envy, that
is, and malice. That one of these should be represented as an
excess, and the other as a defect, is a remarkable instance of the
lengths to which it is possible to go in supporting a theory. Still

it must be owned thrrt the Greek virtues might very often be repre
sented as means. An equable temperament was less likely to give

offence than any other, It was exactly suited to the spirit of the

petty States of ancient Greece, where any excess even of merit was
dangerous to the balance of the constitution, and where ostracism

was provided as a means of getting rid of the man who might be
found too virtuous.. Where virtue itself might be found in excess,

it could hardly be expected that the particular virtues would never

go beyond the limits set by public opinion. Sokrates was too vir

tuous for the Athenians: all their leading statesmen, notoriously
Perikles, suffered the penalty due to eminent talents, and were only

(as in the case of Aristeides) more endangered by the addition of

too much honesty. Such was the effect of the Greek theory of the
means when carried into practice: and even now it is safer not to
carry virtue too far. But it is possible to stop short of this.
Temperance may be regarded as a mean: it is better to be moderate
rather than to exceed, in liberality, in magnificence, in courage, in

ambition; and generally in the practice of all the particular virtues
named by Aristotle. So much may even now be conceded. But a
difference ,may be drawn between the practice of virtuous actions

aud the practice of virtue. It would be agreed in the present day

that a man cannot be too virtuous: but any virtuous action may
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become vicious by injudicious conduct. Indiscriminate charity does
harm; but it must not be inferred that this is a case of a virtue
carried to excess. The spirit which prompts to charity, if the
motive is really the highest motive which ean operate in that diIec
tion, is one of which there cannot be too much. But this may be
mixed with other motives, good in themselves, but of a lower kind:
or it may not carry with it perfect wisdom, and being deficiently
regulated by knowledge of the facts, or by discretion, it may result
in unwise acts. But it would be unfair to say that these acts are
the result of a virtue possessed in too great a degree: the harm
done is just what the virtue would use all endeavours to prevent:
the real cause of the failure lies in the absence of other virtues, and
thus in defect, not in excess. In the same way, self-assumption
degenerates into selfishness when its proper complementary virtues
are wanting; but the vices attendant on asceticism must not be
ascribed to excess in the good quality, but to defect in others which
are equally necessary to the perfection of the posseSsor, and to the
right use of the one which he has. This point of view was the
more likely to escape the Greeks, as they held that no man could
possess one virtue without possessing all; if this were the case, the
theory of the mean might be required to account for vice: but
experience does not bear them out. Indeed, those who have one
virtue in a remarkable degree, very often use it unwisely owing to
the absence of some other; and this, which seems at first sight to
confirm the theory that virtue in excess is vice, will really, on deeper
consideration, go to prove that defect, not excess, in virtue, is at
the root of all evil.

G.H.
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THE WEATHER.

October, this year, has been on the whole a wet and
warm month. Rain fell on no less than twenty days, though the
total rainfall only amounted to 2.02 inches, whereas 3.19 inches fell
on the last eight days of September alone. Appended is the report.

lIIETEOROLOGICAL REPORT.-OCTOBER, 1871.

T_
W. B. N. M. A. M.T. G. S. E .. O.

---------
1 W. 29.225 45 49 58 51 44 70 0.12 8
2 N.W. 29.352 48 51 60 53 45 109 0.07 7
3 W. 29.392 43 47 57 49 39 109 0.01 5
4 N.W. 29.732 40 44 58 47 37 105 h' I
5 W.S.W. 29.803 39 48 60 49 36 116 0.01 10
6 W.S.W. 29.865 47 55 60 54 45 93 0.18 8
7 S.W. 29.617 53 56 60 56 53 98 O.oI ...
8 N.N.W. 80.007 39 45 60 48 36 98 ... 1
9 N.N.W. 30.204 34 35 57 42 32 95 • h ...

10 E. 30.394 34 43 57 45 33 103 .. , 7
11 E.S.E. 30.188 42 50 55 49 40 64 0.01 5
12 E. 30.363 42 46 57 48 38 107 ... '"
13 E.S.E. 30.457 39 43 56 46 35 91 ... 1
14 S.E. 30.265 39 45 61 48 35 94 ... 2
15 S. 30.043 43 47 60 50 40 74 0.01 ...
16 Z. 29.988 49 52 60 54 47 73 0.01 10
17 S. 29.949 51 58 63 57 51 74 0.03 9
18 S.E. 29.865 53 56 64 58 50 104 0.17 10
19 S. 29.641 56 58 59 58 53 63 0.38 9
20 N.W. 29.826 50 52 58 53 47 104 ... '"
21 S. 30.013 32 48 55 45 34 74 0.16 8
22 N.W. 30.396 40 44 58 47 35 101 ... ...
23 S. 30.321 40 49 61 50 36 98 ...
24 Z. 30.260 40 44 61 48 39 8'1 0'.01

'"
25 N.N.W. 30.403 39 42 54 45 35 92 ... ...
26 N.N.W. 30.356 39 49 57 48 35 66 0.01 4
27 Z. 30.074 49 52 57 53 47 81 0.01 8
28 S.W. 29.797 50 54 58 54 45 66 0.29 7
29 S. 29.670 49 53 56 53 46 66 0.28 6
:l0 S.E. 29.544 49 52 54 52 46 66 0.11 6
31 E. 29.651 48 50 52 50 46 57 0.15 1
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EXPLANATION OF THE COLUMNS.

w: Wnm. Direction of at 8 a.m. (Z Calm.)
B. BAROMETER. Read at 8 a.m.and corrected and reduced to

32° F., at mean sea level.
T. THERMmfETER. N. is the lowest temperature during the preced

ing Night, M. the temperature at 8 in the Morning, A. the
highest temperature during the Afternoon,-all in the shade.

1JL T. MEAN TE~!PERATURE, deduced from the three preceding
observations.

G. LOWEST TE11PERATURE on the Grass during the preceding night.
S. GREATEST TEMPERATURE in the Sun during the day, read from

a self-registering Solar Radiation Thermometer.
R. RAINFALL in inches. Receiving surface of rain-guage 13 inches

above the ground.

O. OZONE. 0 to 10.

ANALYSIS.

Winds were generally light, but on the 20th we had a gale from
the N.W. preceded by a falling barometer. (We have however as
yet no .Anemometer.)

Barometer. The ultimate variation of pressure was from 29.225
on the 1st to 30.457 on the 13th, giving a range of 1.232 inches.
Rain fell on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th, with a steadily rising
barometer, also on the 21st and 31st.

Thermomder. The temperature at night in the shade ranged from
32° on the 21st to 56° on the 19th; the range therefore was 24°.
The range of morning temperature was from 35° on the 9th to 58°

on the 17th andJ9th. The hottest afternoon in the shade was on
the 18th (64°), the coldest on the 31st (52°). The mean diurnal
temperature ranged from 42° on the 9th to 58° on the 18th and
19th-a variation of 16°. The mean temperature for the month
was 50.3°.

On the Grass the thermometer only fell once to freezing point, on
the 9th. On the 21st, when the thermometer in the shade fell to

32°, that on the Grass read 2° higher. The greatest solar radiation
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(measured by a blackened bulb in vacuo) was on the 5th (116°), the
least on the 31st (57°)-a variation of 59°.

Ozone was by no means plentiful. On three days only did it
realize its maximum registration.

W.L.ll.

THE CAPTIVE'S QUESTION.

H ~E silvery threads on the mountain side,
mJ Come say what ye may be?"

"We are streams which from the mountains glide,
And pearly brooks are we."

"And are ye free my mountain streams,
Or are ye chained like me?

And the light which on thy water gleams,
Oh say, is that also free?"

" It is·free as the winds that chase the leaves
On a cold December day;

Or the love that to a fond heart cleaves,
Or a butterfly bright and gay."

" And can ye leave your mountain course,
And run where ye would will?"

" O! we have flowed in the same bright course
As the way we are flowing still.li

"Then would ye never wish to change
Your course for a brighter one ?"

" We will run in the same dear course of old
Till our earthly race be done."
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« Then ye would not ever to change your lot,
Yet a prisoner sad I rest?"

"0 1 the way that our leader has ta'en for us
Is the wisest, the safest, and best.

" Then cease thee thy wailings for better things
And flow in thy chosen way,

For life may be dark as a thunder cloud
Although it is shining to-day."

" Content with my lot I will rest alone,
And think of thy warnings bright j

For my cell will be lit with a heavenly flame,
But the eve of a coming light."

TOLERATION.

261

M.T.S.

~HE latter end of the fifteenth century and the commencement
~ of the sixteenth claim always the first place in our considera
tion of the progress of thought and learning in modern Europe.
The impetus given at that time by the revival of letters has survived
in a most remarkable degree to our times, and will never cease to
be visible except in the almost inconceivable event of our present
civilization being swept from off the earth. But almost as important
in its bearing on the study of the movement of thought is the nine.
teenth centw-y. The discoveries which have been made in every
department, but more especially in scientific knowledge, have gone
far to bring about a revolution of ideas in the wnds of men. Obser
vation and discovery have paved the way for a more widely spread
employment of intellect. Every year sees some new theories started,
many of which whilst based on the same facts, are widely conflicting
with one another j whilst this is the case, amidst these results of
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thought, where each man of course believes his own theory to be true,
a. mere chaos of conflicting views would be the result, were it not that
each man would consent to suspend his final judgment of a. case until
he had investigated all other possible suggestions, and heard every
thing with patience, which might seem to any person to tell against
the view he had himself formed.

Such, in outline, is toleration, and toleration, supposing this
view to be correct is a necessity of the times, if any fresh know
ledge is to be gained; by it each new idea may be studied and
viewed as likely to contain in it a certain amount of truth (possibly
a minimum but just as possibly a maximum,) and this amount, how
ever small, requires to be utilized and adopted before men can know

rightly, and we may at any rate be sure of this, that no individual
has all the truth of a subject; every man is necessarily to a certain
extent one-sided, for his mind has been trained under some special
influence, which, however good, prevents him from looking at a subject
from other aspects. Hence, like criticism, toleration has for its object
the investigation and discovery of truth: for by it we are ready to
look at a matter on all its various sides, and shall probably gain
a certain amount of truth from each, and shftll certainly gain a
general width of view, which will be useful on all occasions. But
it must not be forgotten that not only has toleration but lately been
shown such a valuable aid to knowledge, but it is almost entirely a
growth of the last hundred years.

Before this time, except in individual cases, men having once
formed their views were persuadednot only that they were right, but
that no one else could be right as well, totally ignoring the fact
mentioned above that truth is many-sided, and so that two or more
distinct views may simultaneously be right, or at least may contain
an equal amount of right; and hence throughout the world the
investigation of truth in all its provinces has been attended with
the most disastrous results; in Christian no less than in heathen
times, in politics and scientific research no less than in religion and
morality. Perhaps in the last mentioned case, in the investigation

of religious and moral truth, these results have been most disastrous.
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From the tIme of Socrates, who was put to death by the Athenians,
solely owing to their want of toleration for what was to their views
forethinking disrespect for the established gods and religious institu
tions of their country; down through the later Jewish times when
the structures of Pharisaical religion and their total want of
toleration or sympathy for other men's views on the same great
subject became a proverb; through the persecution of the early
Christian church by intolerant emperors; the dissensions of varioul3
sects inside the Church intolerant of each others views on matters

which seem to us of minute importance, the same feeling may be
traced; nor are there wanting countless instances of this in modern
times j the anathemas and excommunications of the Romish church,
the cruel persecutions during the reign alike of Queen J\1ary, Queen
Elizabeth, and Oliver Cromwell, or the intolerant languages and recri
mination of the sects of our own times, whether within or without

the established Church. Instances of the kind might be indefinitely
multiplied in this phase of thought; and here perhaps later than
elsewhere, the feeling of toleration is only just beginning, when

men feel that in religion, above all else, minute differences on
. technical matters are infinitely subordinate to a Christian feeling of
charity and goodwill. In politics, however, the change in this way
between ancient and modern times is more marked. In Greece,
such was the want of toleration in political matters that an elaborate
machinery was in existence to enable the stronger party i~ the State
to drive its chief opponents into exile, taking at Athens the shape
of ostracism j in Rome, again, the civil wars of Marine and Sylla,
the assassination of the Gracchi, of Cresar, and of other political
chiefs, evidence the existence of this want of toleration. In this
perhaps we in England can with good right talk, for probably the
maximum of political toleration is reached with us amongst whom
Her Majesty's opposition is as important an element of the consti.
tution as Her Majesty's Government. Again, thc records of science
are full of instances of the same feeling. Science not only has
experienced and still experiences want of toleration from Religion,
as witness the case of Galileo, in the middle ages j but scientific
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men have not learned the lesson to display toleration to one another,
until perhaps the present generation. Men of learning called all
who differed from them most abusive names, and imputed to them
most corrupt motives. The notes in Latin on classical authors
perhaps, if studied in view of this fact, would supply a most valua
ble commentary on these statements; such epithets as ineptissimUlJ,
stultissimus, putidum, perridiculum, being intensely common. A
brief recital like this. shows the want of some feeling of toleration
to prevent the occurrence of these disasters. Each side might have
learnt much from the other in all these three great departments, if
it had only remembered the words of that profound thinker, Lord
Bacon, "The kingdom of nature and the kingdom of science are
like the kingdom of heaven, we must enter them both as a little
child."

Broadly then such are the disadvantages and evils which toleration
aims at removing, and such are the benefits which, like criticism, it
brings with it. But we must now follow our own maxims, and see
on the other side, what truth is contained in the various objections
made to toleration. Toleration, like criticism, can be carried too far.
Excessive toleration for every view sometimes brings a man to give
up his own views, and to believe in nothing, from looking with
toleration on so many conflicting views. To obviate this, we must
always remember that while there may be much truth in any view
there also may be very little; and we must carefully investigate
each, and separating off what is true reject utterly everthing that
we hold is false. Whilst other beliefs must not be persecuted, they
must not be accepted until completely proved; men must look at
things soberly and accurately, and not hasten to adopt plausible.
undemonstrated theories. This is, perhaps, the especial danger in
religion of our own day, and we must remember that whilst scepti
cism in its original meaning of looking about for one's self and
not accepting what cannot be proved to one's intellect, is good. nay
necessary, in other matters, in religion it may be disastrous, and in
fact has brought many men to take refuge in materialism. Here
intellect alone is not all; if Christianity rest on a true basis,
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"Blessed is he who hath not seen and yet hath believed." We
must remember, finally, that toleration for other's views need not
prevent mutual exclusion. Societies may be formed on certain
definite principles, with a view to combined action; and any viola
tion of these principles may necessitate exclusion from these societies,
without any want of toleration being implied. So excommunication
in itself from any religious body is not necessarily intolerant, though
the form which it took in Roman Catholic middle ages was so.
Whilst we must not punish a man for his beliefs, we may exclude
him for the actions by which he shows forth these beliefs. "We
may consent to act together" says Dr. Arnold in one of his lectures
on Modern History, "but we cannot consent to believe together."

T. C.

EPIGRAM ON ATHENIANS WHO WERE SLAIN

A r CH.tERONEA.

~ERE.lie the men, who on their country's side .
~ TheIr armour donned, and broke- the foeman's pnde.
For right and valour's cause their lives they gave,
But sought one common judge beyond the grave.
This for the Greeks, ere 'neath the yoke they kneel,
And round them slavery's hateful insults feel.
Now they are dead, let Fatherland entwine
Their bodies all, since such the will divine-
Gods may do all things well, from error free;
'Tis mortals' lot tobow to destiny.

A.H.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Dear :Mr. Editor,

Notwithstanding the recent increase of its numbers I think
Qur Chapel Choir is not yet what it ought to be. Now there are
some of its members (few I grant) who seem to think that they are
placed where they are for ornament and not for use and do not open
their mouths at all j whilst others who can and do sing often spoil
the effect of their singing by cramming the end of their hymn-books
into their mouths, or else hold their books so close up to their faces
that no one else besides themselves gets the benefit of their voices.
Now if little points like these were remedied we might in time have
an extremely good choir, for surely out of 250 fellows there can be
found enough good voices to form one. Moreover, now that the
musical talent of the School is beginning to look up a little, why
can we not again resume that institution looked forward to so much
by old boys and members of the School alike, namely, a concert 1
out of our excellent Oratorio Society which consists of at least 40
members of the School we can surely find individually and collectively
music enough to give us this treat which used to be such a pleasant
wind up to our half-year.

Hoping that this may attract some attention, and be the means
of procuring us a Concert, if not this half-year at any rate next,

I remain, dear Mr. Editor,
Yours truly,

X. Y.Z.

Dear Mr. Editor,
One of your valuable pages will, I hope, allow me a little

space on which I may make known to the public my want of the
following numbers of the Shirburnian, which in some way have
escaped my hands. In Vol. IV, Nos. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7. Vol. V, No. 14.

Vol. VI, Nos. 23, 24. Should any member of the School be able
to part with any or all of these numbers, by communicating to the
Editor he would very greatly oblige

AN OLD SHIRBURNUN.
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CRICKET.

CHARACTERS OF THE ELEVEN.

W. H. GAME. Captain during the past season: his average speaks
sufficiently for his batting powers, the hardest hitter all round the
School has ever possessed; has an excellent defence when he likes
to use it; a most effective slow bowler; a safe field. Average 82.1.

W. K. WEIR. Showed better batting form at the end of the
season,but still much room for improvement; an effective medium
paced bowler when on his day; a good field. Average 8.6.

E. W. WALLIXGTON. A very pretty defensive bat, takes a long
time making his runs j weak in the field. Average 12.4.

C. S. WHITEHEAD. A very steady and improving bat, should try
to acquire a freer style; good field. Average 18.

H. WHITEHEAD. One of the most promising bats the School has
had for a long tinie, punishes loose balls, but never takes a liberty
with a good oue; brilliant field at point. Average 31.1.

J. P. deWIKTON. Improved greatly in batting towards the end
of the season, hits hard but apt to pull; a steady medium paced
bowler; safe field any where. Average 18.3.

F. EDWARDS. Disappointed the expectations formed of him in
batting j an energetic but ineffective field. Average 3.4. Has left.

E. P. SMITH. A good medium paced bowler; steady and pains
taking bat; slow in the field. Average 17.7.

1\I. R. FORTESCUE. Plays with a straight bat, but too much
inclined to play forward j a quick field. Average 12.

W. :MOORE. Hits hard but far too much, requires a great deal of
coaching; slow in the field. Average 6.2.

T. SHETTLE. A very promising, painstaking bat, hits well to
square leg; a safe long-stop. Average 9.3.
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BATTING AVERAGES OF THE ELEVEN IN FOREIGN MATCHES.

Total No. of Times
Innings. not out. Total runs.

W. H. Game - 
W. K. Weir - 
E. W. Wallington
C. S. Whitehead 
H. Whitehead
F. EdwardB
J. P. deWinton 
E. P. Smith - 
M. R. ForteBcue •
W. Moore -

T. Shettle - - -

8

7
5
7
8

5
7
8

7
8
5

o
o
o
2
2
o
1
o
o
3
1

657
62
64
90

188
19

111
143

84
32
39

Average.

82.1
8.5

12.4
18
31.2
3.4

18.1
17.7
12
6.2
9.3

AVERAGES OF THE ELEVEN FOR THE WHOLE SEASON.

Total No. of Times
innings. not out. Total runs. Average.

W. H. Game - - 35 1 1707 50. 7
W. K. Weir 32 0 154 4.26
E. W. Wallington 18 0 216 12
C. S. Whitehead - 33 6 450 16.18
H. Whitehead- - 31 5 606 23. 8
F. EdwardB 23 0 159 6.21
J. P. deWinton - 29 3 408 15.18
E. P. Smith 33 3 466 15.16
M. R. ForteBcue - 31 5 305 11.19
W. Moore - 30 3 226 8.10
T. Shettle - . - 25 2 156 6.12

BOWLING AVERAGES.

Total wickets in Total wickets in Total wickets during
foreign matches. sChool matches. the whole season;

W. H. Game 51 145 196
E. P. Smith 24 44 68
W. K. Weir 10 48 58
J. P. deWinton - 16 62 78
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FOOTBALL RULES.

I.-The winners of the toss shall have the choice of goals. The
game shall be commenced by It place-kick from the centre of the
ground by the side losing the toss, the other side shall not approach
within ten yards of the ball until it is kicked off.

2.-After a goal is won, the losing side shall kick off, and goals
shall be changed. In the event however of no goal having fallen to
either party at the lapse of half the allotted time, ends shall then
be changed.

3.-A goal shall be won when the ball passes between the goal
posts under the tape, '/lot being thrown, knocked on, or carried.

4.-When the ball is in touch, the first player who touches it
shall throw it from the point or the boundary line where it left the
ground, in a direction at right angles with the boundary line, and
it shall not be in play until it has touched the ground, and the
player throwing it in shall not play it until it has been played by
another player.

5.-When a player has kicked the ball, anyone of the same side
who is near to the opponents goal line is out if plag and may not
touch the ball himself, nor in any way whatever prevent any other
player from doing so until the ball has been played, unless there
are at least three of his opponents between him and their own goal;
but no player is out of play when the ball is kicked from behind
the goal line.

6.-When the ball is kicked behind the goal line, it must be
kicked off by the side behind whose goal it went, within six yards
from the limit if their goal. The side who thus kick the ball are
entitled to a fair kick off in whatever way they please without any
obstruction, the opposite not being able to approach within six
yards of the ball.

7.-No player shall knock or carry on the ball.
8.-No tripping or hacking shall be allowed, and no player shall
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use his hands to hold or push his adversary. nor charge him from
behind.

9.-A player shall not throw the ball or pass it to another, nor
shall any player handle the ball under an.v pretext whatever.

10.-No player shall wear projecting nails, iron plates. or gutta
percha. on the heels or soles of his boots.

FOOTBALL MATCHES.

School House v. The School....Oct. 4th and 6th. Both sides
mustered in full force. this being the first game of the season i both
sides played with great vigour. but the School House had the
heaviest side. for whom Game and Martyn kicked two goals. their
opponents being unable to gain one.

A-J v. The School....Oct. 11th and 13th. This was a general
game. and owing to the large numbers of either side, running was
extremely difficult. The School proved victorious, obtaining two
goals, by H. Whitehead and Pulling, to their opponents one, by
Andrew. ,Ve noticed especially the forward play of Martyn, Poth
ecary. C. S. and H. Whitehead, for the victors, and that of Andrew,
A. J. de'Vinton, and Broadmead, for the losers.

Sixth v. The School, ...This match was played on Oct. 18th and
20th, resulting in a most decided victory for the SLtth. who obtained
two goals (by Game and H. Whitehead) and nine touches, to their
adversaries' one touch by Marlyn, who again distinguished himself.
Suffice to say for the Sixth, that they all played up very well, if
anyone deserve Special commendation it is Sherard.

Pulpit Side v. Organ Side, ... Oct. 25th and 27th. The first day
of this game proved a most even contest, neither side gaining any
decided advantage; on the second day, owing to the unavoidable
absence of some of the Pulpit side, their adversaries carried all
before them, obtaining five goals (two by J. P. deWinton, one each
by Game, Pulling, and Martyn), and touches ad. lib.

Game's Side v. Andrew's, .. Nov. 6th. This resulted in a very
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good game. Game's side having the most weight, succeeded in
ultimately proving victorious by three goals (by Game, H. White
head, and Pulling, and five touches, to their opponents one goal
(by Shettle), and four touches.

PAPER CHASES.

Oct. 8th. This afternoon there was a Paper Chase, the meet
being held at the Westbury bridge. The foxes were Andrew, Shettle,
and Broadmead: owing to the high wind which was blowing, and
the large quantity of rain which had fallen during the preceding
week, the day was unpropitious for a paper chase. The foxes, owing
to a somewhat unnecessary expenditure of paper, ran through the
scent in a very short time, and returned home shortly after half-past
three. The running of Jones, Scott, and Norris, was very good.

Nov. 4th. There was a Paper Chase, the meet being at the
Yeovil turnpike; Game, Shettle, and Scott, went as foxes, and gave
the hounds a capital run, taking them across Lenthay and the river
as a preliminary, which was sufficient to knock off many stragglers.
They then ran direct to Yetminster, and from thence shaped their
course towards Thornford, from whence they ran home,. taking
Lenthay and the river again on their way. The running of J ones
in this paper chase was especially worthy of notice; he lead the
hounds the whole way.

SCHOOL NEWS.

We have great pleasure in announcing that T. R. Buchanan has
been elected Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford. The same honour
was obtained by F. H. Buller, who was for a short time a member
of our School. F. Beckley has gained a Scholarship at Sydney
Sussex College, Cambridge.

The Digby Prizes have been awarded as follows: For the Modern
Language and History division, H. Whitehead; for the Natural
Science and Mathematical side, H. W. Andrew•.
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The Fives matches have been commenced, and the double-handed
are almost finished, the last round only remaining to be played.
Full details will be given in our next number.

We are glad to be able to notice that the Musical talent of the
School is at length beginning to look up. On Sunday and Thursday
evenings, about forty members of the School, kindly assisted by
Masters and Visitors from the town, meet in one of the new class
rooms, and are at present engaged in practising Mendelssohn's
Lauda Sion and Handel's Juaas Mac~aba;us. We need scarcely add
that the attempt is an entire success, especially as we are promised
so·mething in the shape of a concert at the end of the half-year.

OLD SHIRBURNIAN SCHOLARSHIPS.

N OTI C E.

Subscribers to O. S. Scholarship Fund are reminded that by Rule
XII, the annual subscriptions become due on the 1st of November,
1871, and are earnestly requested to pay the same at or as soon
after the above date as possible.

Subscriptions may be paid to any member of the executive
Committee (namely),

R. J. Beadon, 4, Pump Court, Temple, RC.
E. F. Henley, 35, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W. C.

T. Northmore Lawrence, 4, New Square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
Rev. H. P. Price, Sherborne.
A. B. Sparks, 14, Mincing Lane, E.C.

Any Old Shirburnians who were not subscribers for the year
1870-71, and who may be desirous of becoming subscribers for the
current year, are requested to send their names and addresses to
the Hon. Sec., T. NORTHMORE LAWRENCE.

POSTCRIPT.

We beg to acknowledge the following: The Olijtonian No. XVII. The
Tonbridgian ~o. CXXVI. The Epsomian Vol. I, No. XII. The Uppingham
School Magaztne Nos. ·LXVIII, LXIX. 'l'he Rossalian Vol. II' No. VII.
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

No contribution will be inserted which is not the bona fide
production of some one who is, or has be~n, a member of the School.

No anonymous contributions will be accepted: but the full name
must be enclosed in a sealed envelope, which will not be Dpened if
the article be rejected.

,If an article is to be continued in successive number~, the whole
is to he sent in at once.

N.B.-No contributions will be returned.

Declined with thanks-" Rorace."

Oontributors are requested to write legibly, and only on one side
<if the paper.

TIlll\TED BY JAMESELLIS, THE PARADE, SHERllORNE.


